
   NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
   FreedomLINK Plus uses nationwide networks so you get
   fantastic coverage without having to deploy complicated   
   and expensive radio infrastructure.

GPS TRACKING
Locate and track FreedomLINK Plus radios on detailed Google Maps with 
satellite and street views and have the ability to export historical data.satellite and street views and have the ability to export historical data.

ENCRYPTED & SECURE
Prevent casual eavesdropping and malicious
interference with encryption. You can also remotely
disable lost or stolen radios.
  
  GROUP CALLS
    Never be constrained by capacity. Each radio has the ability for   
  multipel individual channels for group calling, each capable of   
  supporting more than 2,000 participants.

    INDIVIDUAL CALLS
    Dispatchers can selectively call any FreedomLINK   
    Plus radio for a private one-to-one conversation.   
    Radios support dispatcher callback for larger fleets.

        ALL CALL
    Anyone can change to the "All Call" channel and get that  
    important message out, Fast... We can even setup All Call  
    for just a few TalkGroups for supervisory monitoring 
                                     management in our platform.

Get FreedomLINK+ with a
low monthly rate.



EMERGENCY CALLS
Protect vulnerable lone workers with alert times the dispatcher sets, an easily 
accessible emergency button, and GPS positioning to allow rapid dispatcher 
user assistance.

DISPATCHER SOFTWARE
Convert any Windows-based PC or laptop with internet access into a powerful Convert any Windows-based PC or laptop with internet access into a powerful 
command & control capability with our simple easy to use Dispatcher Software. 
It is full of features including GPS Tracking & Voice Messages, playback, and 
download.

Interoperability with Traditional LMR Radio Systems. We offer a Interoperability with Traditional LMR Radio Systems. We offer a 
simple Gateway/Bridge to connect your two way radios to other 
radio manufactures products. In minutes, you can be setup and 
communicating on the same TalkGroup your current two way 

radio system is using.

PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES
Choose from a wide portfolio of professional quality audio accessories including Choose from a wide portfolio of professional quality audio accessories including 
surveillance, in-vehicle, and office charging systems options.

BENEFITS OF FREEDOMLINK+
LOW MONTHLY COSTS
NO OVERAGE FEES
NO MINUTES TO KEEP TRACK OF

ONE TO ONE CALLS
ONE TO MANY CALLS

Clear Communication in Loud Environments, Rugged and Reliable,
Emergency Alert, Text Message (Option) ,GPS (Option), Applications (Option)

Markets: 
and More
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